BRAAI GEAR

Special section

BRAAI!
Whether you use a
Weber, a pit braai or a
rusty old drum; whether
you prefer to do it in your
back garden or under
your favourite camel
thorn tree; whether
you use charcoal or
rooikrans, everyone loves
a braai. To celebrate
National Heritage Day on
24  September, we’ve put
together a bumper braai
section that is sure to
light your fire.

What’s inside?
Gear

We test some portable braais,
plus all the latest braai gadgets. – 84

FOOD

PICTURE sam reinders

Chicken, steak, ribs, pork and fish like
you’ve never seen them before. – 93

6 of the best

Cape Town has some brilliant public
braai spots. These are the best. – 100
gomag.co.za
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Braai like you
WORDS NICK DALL
PICTURES JAMES GARAGHTY

mean it!

It’s spring and there are chops on the breeze. Here’s our
round-up of the best portable braais on the market, plus
some nifty accessories for the campsite or your stoep.
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You can use this pizza oven on a
braai tripod or just plonk it on a
normal grid over the coals. The secret
to a crispy base is the ceramic disc.
Allow it to get up to heat before you
slide in your pizza.
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PORTABLE BRAAIS
1 Namchar disposable braai
A real South African would never use a disposable
braai but I was forced to try one for this feature and
I must admit I was pleasantly surprised. It includes
self-igniting charcoal and a grid, so all you need is
a match and some meat.
The packaging says you can braai within 15 minutes,
but half an hour is more accurate. I found it quite smoky,
but it cooked my chops and wors perfectly. Big enough
for four people, it’s good for a picnic or a road trip.
Watch out: It stays hot for hours, so you’ll probably
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have to douse it with water before you throw it away.
R35 from Checkers namchar.co.za

2 Kwikbraai
This fold-up braai packs into a box no bigger than your
average chess set, which in turn slides into a neat carry
bag. The articulated tripod is amazing but the rest of
the Kwikbraai, although well designed, is not very well
made. The clasps on the carry case are finicky and the
grid is unstable.
I found braaiing on it quite annoying, but then I

remembered that it was the most compact braai I’d ever
seen, and suddenly my boerie started to sizzle again.
R350 kwikbraaisa.co.za

3 Camp Master folding braai
This good-sized camping braai folds into a box the size
of a VCR. It’s made entirely of (thinnish) stainless steel
and includes a flat grid that’s big enough for four people,
side shelves for beers and basting brushes, and a carry
bag. When I tested it, the braai was on special for R400,
but even at its regular price it’s a good buy.

If you want a more larney folding braai, Safari Centre
sells one for R1 100, which is made of much thicker
stainless steel and has a folding grid with retractable
handles, a rotisserie bracket, a canvas carry bag and
a heavy-duty insert to protect the base.
R600 makro.co.za

4 Weber 37 cm Smokey Joe
The Smokey Joe does everything a big Weber can do
but on a smaller scale. It only requires nine briquettes
on each side to cook a whole chicken. There wasn’t
gomag.co.za

much space left over for potatoes, but if you want to go
camping with a Weber, this is the way to do it. Sturdily
put together, with a thick steel plate to prevent the base
from burning through, it’s a great little braai.
It’s also available in baby blue, but you don’t want
to tread that path, do you?
R800 weber.co.za

5 Pizza braai oven
This clever oven was designed for use on an indoor
binnebraai but it’s equally at home over an outdoor

braai. The oven itself is fairly straightforward but the
real magic comes from the ceramic disc that ensures
the base of your pizza is cooked through before the
cheese on top burns.
Just make a nice bed of coals then put the oven (and
disc) on a grid or tripod above the heat. Fifteen minutes
later you can pop the first pizza in, which should take
about five minutes to cook. Depending on how many
people you plan to feed, you might need to top up the
coals every now and then.
R1 400 pizzabraaioven.co.za
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GADGETS & ACCESSORIES
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1 Stainless steel BBQ tongs
A few of my colleagues at our sister magazine Weg swear
by these tongs and it’s easy to see why. Spring-loaded for
easy grabbing, they also lock closed for easy storage. The
pincers are rounded so they won’t tear the skin on your
chicken and the price is right. Get something a bit more
beefy for moving coals around.
R40 checkers.co.za

2 Maple Braai Plank
Soak this piece of wood in water overnight then put
it on the grid. When it starts to smoke, put your meat

(or veg) on the plank and it will cook with a nice, smoky
flavour. That’s what the press release says. In practice, it’s
a little underwhelming.
My plank was charred to a crisp after one braai and
the taste, although woody, wasn’t show-stopping. Maybe
my fire was too hot.
R40 woolworths.co.za (available in oak and maple)

3 Kitchen Craft 30 cm metal skewers
There’s nothing better than a kebab and with these
skewers you’ll be able to make you own, over and over
again. They’re flat-sided, which gives the meat more

purchase and stops your cubes from sliding off, and
they’ve got handles for easy turning. Dishwasher safe, too.
R65 yuppiechef.co.za

4 LK’s collapsible braai grid
With this simple contraption you can braai anywhere.
Store it in a plastic bag in your boot and whip it out
whenever the urge strikes. It’s also great for that dodgy
campsite braai where you’d normally have to scrounge
around for rocks to balance your grid on. The legs raise
the grid to a decent 19 cm.
From about R160 lks.co.za
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5 Braai Jacks & LK’s hands-free grid
Braai Jacks must be the coolest invention since the
skottel. They’re little metal legs that clip onto the
corners of a braai grid, raising it 10 cm above the coals
(a little low for my liking, you can use fewer coals to
compensate). There are eight jacks in the durable
plastic box – four for each side.
The jacks work a treat attached to the LK’s hands-free
grid. This is a standard grid with one brilliant amendment – the hinge has a mechanism that keeps one side
upright, without you having to hold it.
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Braai Jacks R150 (including postage)
LK’s grid from R115 lks.co.za

braaijacks.co.za

6 Cadac braai wok
This stylish wok would be perfectly at home in your
kitchen but it’s strong enough to withstand the heat
of an open fire.
I put it directly onto the coals, with great success,
and it was easy to clean, too. These days, braaiing is
about more than chops and sausage, so get to wok.
R290 cadac.co.za

7 Looftlighter
When I first read about the Looftlighter, it sounded like
a gimmick. Then I tried it… And it’s hands down the
coolest braai gadget I’ve seen this year. Like a hairdryer on
steroids, you plug it into a three-prong wall socket and
blow 600 °C air onto your kindling or charcoal for about
a minute until it ignites. It’s expensive, but work out how
much you’ll save on firelighters… And how much you’ll
impress your mates. I didn’t find it as useful indoors as it
blows smoke and ash around.
R600 looftlighter.co.za
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Put to the test

Port Jackson

We went shopping for wood, firelighters, charcoal
and braai grids. This is what we found…

Firewood shoot-out
Not all trees are created equal.
Port Jackson & blue gum (R24)
You wouldn’t want to braai using either
of these. They’re good for the Jetmaster in
your lounge: lots of flame, not much coal.

blue gum

Firelighter shoot-out
All claim a burn time of 15 minutes…
Checkers
The packet is simple to
open. The plain white blocks
are easy to break apart.
Cheapest firelighters of the
lot. Burn time: 11 minutes.

Charcoal

Grids are made from three different metals: mild steel, chrome and stainless
steel. Looked after properly, a mild steel grid will last you two years, a
chrome grid will give you a decade of service and you’ll be six feet under by
the time your stainless steel grid falls apart (but you’ll pay for the privilege).
Even then, not all mild steel grids are the same. Real cheapies are made
from very thin steel all the way round; better quality grids have thicker rods
at the perimeter. Also, make sure that your grid has a raised rim; otherwise
your sosaties will slither off and end up in the coals.

Braaimeester Instant
Lighting
If you’re in a hurry, this will do the job.
Each bag contains two 2 kg paper bags of
charcoal. Just light the corner of the bag
and watch as it erupts into flame. Half an
hour later you’ll have a bed of coals ready
to braai on.

R12 (from Checkers)

Black wattle

How to choose a braai grid

Essentially, charcoal is bits of half-burnt
wood and there’s not much variation from
one brand to the next. It’s fine for a quick
braai when you don’t have time to make
a proper fire.

Black wattle (R24)
You can braai on this, and many people
do, but if you’re cooking chicken you
might want to turn on the oven just in
case. Easy to light.

charcoal shoot-out
If you absolutely can’t find
decent firewood. Anywhere.

Spar
Plain white pieces. Easy to
open and break apart.
Burn time: 11 minutes.

R50 for 4 kg (from PnP)

R13 (from Spar)
.

Rooikrans

Follow these tips to prolong the life of your grid:
• Never burn the fat off in the flames
• Never leave your grid out in the rain
• Never bash your grid against anything hard
• Never clean your grid with a wire brush
LK’s makes grids from all three metals:
mild steel from R85; chrome from R190;
stainless steel from R430 lks.co.za

Briquettes

Chrome

These are little compressed lumps of
charcoal, best used in kettle braais.
For normal braaiing they give very little
flavour and they have strange heat
patterns, which means you can suddenly
burn your meat. There’s a huge difference
in quality between brands:

Rooikrans (R24)
The best “local” wood around. Easy to
light, with good long-lasting coals.

This is the most important piece of braai equipment,
so choose wisely.

Charka
Pure white pieces that are
quite moist to the touch.
Easy to break into cubes.
Burn time: 11 minutes.

R14 (from PnP)
Sekeldoring (R33)

Sekeldoring

The fact that it’s easier to light than other
Namibian hardwoods makes it great for
small fires. The coals don’t last quite as
long as mopane or kameeldoring, but it
blows rooikrans out of the water.

Kameeldoring & mopane (R33)

Kameeldoring

Some people swear by kameeldoring;
others would bet their life on mopane.
They’re both way ahead of the
competition and the rest is personal
preference. They’re really hard woods, so
you’ll have to make a big fire with lots of
kindling to get them to burn.

Camp Master

Woolworths
Fire Sticks

Not great. Lots of broken briquettes.
Crumbly. Black dust everywhere.

Individually wrapped and
easy to open. If you can get
your fire going with a tiny
chunk of firelighter, having
to use a whole piece at a
time might frustrate you.
Burn time: 11 minutes.

R35 for 5 kg (from Makro)

Pick n Pay Instant Light
Two puny 1 kg bags inside – easy to get
going. Good for two Smokey Joe chickens;
average for everything else.

R15 (from Woolworths)

R30 for 2 kg (from PnP)

Blitz

MopanE
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stainless steel

Charka

Some orange specks.
Uneven-sized blocks; not
so easy to break apart.
Burn time: 11 minutes.

Pretty good. Well-formed briquettes,
easy to light and long-burning. Pricey
for what you get.

R45 for 4 kg (from PnP)

R16 (from PnP)
Samples from Cape Town’s biggest
distributor of firewood, Help-U-Africa
Trading. All prices are for 10 kg bags.
Bulk bags are available at their factory
shop in Parow ( 021 933 6247).

mild steel

Namib
Best of the lot. Firm briquettes that burnt
for a long time without disintegrating.

Tip Firelighters dry out when exposed to air. If you don’t
braai very often, buy individually wrapped firelighters.

R30 for 4 kg (from Spar)
gomag.co.za
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GEAR MY STUFF

Our own braai master
Some people say that an Engelsman can’t braai, but gear guy Nick Dall likes to think
that he’s the exception to this rule. He was first apprenticed to his dad at the age of
four and later spent some time learning from Argentine gauchos.
Best braai method? Forget big bulky contraptions, I like to keep it simple and
close to nature. That’s why I love a good pit braai. Make one in your garden by
building a low perimeter wall from rocks, then compress the earth at the base with
a heavy log. Initially it might be a bit spongy, but years of use will give you a rockhard platform of compressed ash.
Get the party started. Recently I’ve been using Greenheat gel fuel (R13) as a
firelighter. It looks really funky and it smells less than conventional firelighters do.
It’s cheaper, too. Just squeeze a blob onto your braai and then proceed as you would
with any other firelighter.

Grids and stands? I like a folding grid because it’s more versatile. When it comes
to stands and tripods, I like something that allows you to choose between a few
different heights. This hinged stand from LK’s (from R100; lks.co.za) does just that,
and it folds up nice and compact.
When it comes to braaigiene, I don’t bother with brushes or detergents. I just
rub my red-hot grid with half an onion (stick the onion on a fork if your fire’s hot).
It works every time.

GEAR wish list

Mamma mia!
With all the benefits of an Italian wood-fired pizza oven,
at a fraction of the size and price, the Earthfire Ceramic
Pizza Oven punches far above its weight.
What is it? It’s an all-ceramic, domeshaped pizza oven that stands shin-high
and weighs at least 10 kg. The design allows
you to reach a temperature of 350 °C in only
half an hour. Once it’s hot, it will stay that
way for hours – the perfect centrepiece
for a pizza party.

How does it work? Really well. Just light
a small fire inside and once coals start to
form, pop the lid on. Wait half an hour then
start cooking. Just one thing: Don’t get the
pizza tile wet because it will shatter. Scrape
it clean with a palette knife instead.
The verdict? The pizzas were great and

Why would you want it? Because
the pizzas that come out are as crisp and
smoky as Luigi’s finest. It also comes with
a stainless steel grill so you can use it as
a conventional braai or as an alternative
to a Weber.
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it was easy to use. I can’t vouch for its merits
as a kettle braai but I would buy one if I had
the spare cash.

R2 695

yuppiechef.com
– Nick Dall

